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FOCUS: Answer writing skill development, Structure & presentation 
of answer, How to present facts, information & knowledge in the 
answer, Understanding actual requirement ( key words , Context & 
Content) of the UPSC in the different marks types questions ( 60 
Marks , 30 Marks ,  20 marks , 15 marks  , 10 marks , 4 marks , 2 
marks )  and which questions should be attempted for good score 
(strategy & approach) , Understanding your current state preparedness 
& required action plans and Framing your mind towards actual pattern, 
toughness and timing of the actual UPSC Examination.  
 

                                                                                                             

 

 
 

 
NOTE:   
1. Question Papers of the Mock Test & Answer Booklet will be dispatched 
through air mail; it will take 2-3 days to reach its destination. 
2. Evaluated Answer Booklet with proper Comments, Feedbac k & 
Guidelines and synopsis / Answer format of Mock Test & next 
Question paper of the Mock Test will be sent on scheduled dates of 
dispatch respectively. 
3. After Registration, We will also send previous Mock test paper & answer 
booklet and next Mock Test Paper will be sent on scheduled dates of 
dispatch respectively. 
4. You are advised to return the answer booklet at the earliest, so that our 
expert can evaluate in time. The evaluated answer booklet will be returned 
with the successive test. 
5. Date of dispatch can be rescheduled on the demand of the candidate.  
 

 

 

                                                                                               

                                                                                               

 

GENERAL STUDIES (Mains 2010)             

TEST (5): Indian Economy + India’s Economic 

Interaction with the World  + Current Affairs  

 
 

 
 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Answer must be written in the medium specified in the 

Admission Certificate issued you, which must be state 

clearly on the cover of the answer book in the space 

provided for the purpose . No Marks will be given for the 

answers written in a medium other than that specific in the 

Admission Certificate. 
 

Candidates should attempt all questions strictly in 

accordance with the instructions given under each question. 

 

The number of marks carried by each question is indicated 

at the end of the question. 
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1. Answer any one of the following questions (in about 250 

words each)                                                                   30×1=30                                                                                                                                        

a). With reference to the recent experiences of on of the worst 

global economic melt down do you think that post reforms 

economy has done well? Substantiate your answers in 

accordance with the facts and figures of economic survey   

2009-10. 

b). What is GST? Why it was deferred till 1st April 2011? What 

are recent efforts of the Government to reconcile the 

discrepancies related with GST? Examine those factors. 

 

2. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 150 

words each)                                                                      15×2=30                                                                                             

a). Which factors according to you prohibit the Indian economic 

growth to reach the double digit figures? Also suggest measures 

to overcome them. 

b). How does globalization affect Indian Agriculture? What has 

been India’s stand on agricultural policy at WTO? 

c). Illustrate the importance of IMF in the world economic 

system. Critically evaluate India’s position in IMF. 

 

 

 

3. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 100 

words each)                                                                      10×2=20                    

a). Examine the role of Self Help Group in micro finance lending 

system of India. 

b). What are the major recommendations of Tarapore Committee 

II on capital account convertibility? Find out the major problems 

associated with it? 

c). What are BASEL norms in banking sector? What provisions 

have come up under BASEL II norms? 

 

4. Answer any one of the following questions (in about 250 

words each)                                                                   30×1=30                    

a). How does 13th finance commission envisages to achieve its 

goal of “inclusive and green growth providing fiscal federalism” 

through its recommendations? 

b). Giving special reference to ever growing food inflation 

discuss the various levels of measures that government of India 

has proposed to contain INFLAITON. What is your suggestion 

in this regard? 
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5. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 150 

words each)                                                                      15×2=30                                                                                             

a). Critically evaluate major changes at the domestic level 

introduced after the enforcement of Liberalisation, Privatisation 

and Globalisation (LPG) model of development in India. 

b). Over the past several years, significant progress has been 

made to improve indirect tax structure, broaden the base and 

rationalize the rates. Point out the major changes. 

c). What is the direction of Indian trade after the new economic 

reform? Critically evaluate the role of new economic policy in 

the growth of Indian trade. 

 

6. Answer any one of the following questions (in about 250 

words each)                                                                              30 

a). What is Gross Fiscal Deficit (GFD)? Discuss the combined 

fiscal deficit scenario of centre and state and point out the 

distressing factors. Mention the current target to deal with such 

situation in the light of XIII Finance Commission 

recommendations. 

b). In the light of recent proposals of Food Security Bill-10 

discuss the feasibility of food subsidy given in 2010-11; also find 

out its major problems and possible economic implications. 

   

7. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 150 

words each)                                                                      15×2=30                    

a). Recently the Union Environment Ministry denied the 

establishment of Vedanta Resources at Lanjigarh. What were the 

grounds of such denial? Comment. 

b). There has been growing atrocities on the issue of Maoist 

leadership and the alleged political links of the major UPA allies. 

What political solutions do you for-see to overcome this social 

problem?  

c). With reference to Rangnath Mishra Committee report discuss 

the conditions of minorities in India? Suggest their improvement 

in the light of the recommendations? 

 

8. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 100 

words each)                                                                      10×2=20                    

a). Discuss the role and function of WIPO. 

b). Discuss the current status of the World trade in services. 

c). Point out the limitations of state VAT and compare it with the 

proposed GST. 
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9. Answer any one of the following questions (in about 250 

words each)                                                                              30 

a). We have legislated Right to Education Bill and MGNAREGA 

still various issues related to education and labour refoms remain 

unattended on empirical grounds. What are those issues? & 

Why? 

 

b). In the light of various media reports regarding the mounting 

pile of Indian Black Money discuss the economic implications of 

such trends? Why are they leveled as parallel economy? 

 

10. Answer any two of the following questions (in about 150 

words each)                                                                      15×2=30                                                                                             

a). In regard to ISRO’s recent concerns that fourth of India is 

turning in to desert, what steps do you suggest to overcome it? 

b). What is the National Green Tribunal Bill-2009? What are its 

salient features?  

c). What is corruption index? Where Indian stands in the latest 

ranking? Giving reasons of India’s high ranking suggest 

measures to improve it. 

 

 

 

11. Write about the following (in about 20 words   each)        

                                                                                         10X2=20                          

a. Economic Creativity Index 

b. EPZ 

c. FEAR 

d. Full Market Capitalization 

e. Gini Coefficient 

f. Goodhart’s Law 

g. IsoQuant Curve 

h. Laissez faire 

i. Offshore currency market 

j. Hedge Fund 
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